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D)enzonsti~a!iou of Neoi i  Lamps .  17.5 

i ) ~ . I I O S S 7 ' R : ~ 7 ' 1 0 X  of Soiiie Eleclvical Pvofierties of Xeo .:jilied Laiizf is .  lly 
3fessrs .  S. 0. PEARSOS, H . S c . ,  mzd H. ST. G. .\ssos. 

THE Demonstration cshibitcd the bchayiour of " Osglim I '  lamps (made by the 
General Electric Company) when shunted by a condenser and connected in series 
with a high resistance to  a D.C. voltage supply. In these circumstances an inter- 
mittent current passes through the lamp, as indicated by the intcrnmittcncy of the 
orange glow on the cathode (formed in this case as a letter of the alphabet of con- 
considerable area, the anodc being much smaller) ; this fact was also shown by 
use of a loud-speaking telephone. The frequency of the flashes can be varied by 
altering the capacity and resistance of the circuit. In a particular case a resistance 
of 1 megohm and a capacity of 1 mf. on a 200-volt supply gave a frequency of about 
1.2 flashes pcr second. 

The phenomenon may be csplained as follows : LVhen cold the lamp fails to  
pass any current until subjected to an E.M.F. of about 171 volts. If, however, the 
voltage be reduced when the lamp is glowing, current continues to  pass until about 
140 volts is rcached, when the currciit falls suddenly to  zero. When, therefore, an 
EJ1.F. of 200 volts is applicd, some tinic elapses while the condenser is charging 
up to thc ncccssary I 7 1  volts. At the end of this time the lamp begins to take 
current, the currciit increases and the voltage across the lamp falls to  the limit of 
140 volts, whcn the lamp goes out. This cycle of operations then repeats indefinitely. 

It was suggested that thc arrangement might be used at low frequency for 
flashing signs for adwrtising, &c., a t  audio-frequency for telephonic measurements, 
and at high frequency (up to about 15,000 - )  for radio-signalling. 

The  phcnonicnon was discovcrcd by accident by Mr. Anson. 

DISCUSSIOS. 
DR. IC. 11. K.tusi:a : I t  will be  most \dnable  to liave a11 account of this interesting phe- 

i~oiiienoi~ in tliv records of the Society. I shonld imagine that  the highest frequency as yet 
ubtaine(1 with tlic apparatus--\.iz., 13,UOO ---is by no means an upper limit, as I have seen a 
lie011 laiiip takiiig ti0,OOO - . A tube 8 inches long was rotated about a perpendicular axis through 
its middle point a t  a distance of 1 foot froin a C , W ,  aerial. The apparent illuminatioii was thus 
c1ran.11 out into a (lislr vi th  radial striic, the spacing of which indicated the frequency I have 
mentioned. 

C m  tlic author tell us \vhetlier the lamp exhibits any degree of uni- 
lateral conductivity ? It would 
also be interesting to linow how far the critical voltages depend on the construction of the lamp. 
l l ie usefulness of the arrangement would be greatly extended if the working voltage could be 
lirouyht dowii to, say, 12 yolts by suitable design. Has the author made any experiments with 
snitably arranged inductances instead of condensers ? 

311. J ,  IV, KYI)I? : Some results which I have obtained may help t o  answer the last speaker's 
questions. 

If so, a good many possible applications snggest themselves. 

> \  

I t  appears that the electrical quantities concerned are related as follows : 

I = (V-e) / { (M.4)-* +R} 
where 

I =steady current through Ianip, 
T.'=voltage across lamp, 
r =constant (viz., the extrapolated intercept on the I.-asis of the straight 

.If =a  constant, 
:I =area of cathode, 
ii'=resistance fitted in series with the 131IIp 

part of the I ,  I .  curve vhen proclucetl), 

I t  \vi11 be see11 that  if the electrodes be of unequal area, the conductivity will be unilateral. The 
constant -11 is of the order 10-4,  and depends 011 the shape niid inaterial of the electrodes, the 
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nature and purity of the gas in the lamp, and the pressure. I t  is particularly afiected by occluded 
impurities. If the gas be Inire, there is no change of current ni th  time ; but the current drops 
:o an asymptote with time if impurities be admitted-as they are in practice in order to reduce 
the critical voltage and to prevent sputtering and consequent blackening of the glass. 

I 
should like to know whether the frequency is constant, say, to one part in a thousand or tell 
thousand. .Is regards the use of the apparatus for wireless transmission, the question of efticiency 
arises, and my impression is that there would be considerable waste of energy. As to priority of 
discovery, the late SVilliam Duddell used a somewhat similar arrangement in a deinonstratiou 
at  the Royal Institiition about 11 years ago ; but, instead of a lamp snch as those before us, he 
employed a bulb which had been improvised for the purpose. 

Mr. 1:. E. S ~ " I  : JVe have been told tha t  Mr. Ansoii discovered this phenomenon " by 
accident," but such accidents only happen to observant persons. I should say the arrangement 
would be useful for low rather than high frequencies. For the latter purpose the thermionic 
valve is perfectly satisfactory, while low frequencies can only be obtaiued with it by using cum- 
brous inductances and condensers. If the frequency obtained with the neon lamp turns out  to 
be constant, the apparatus might be used for measuring frequency. 

Dr. G .  R .  BRYAS inquired whether the pressure in the bulb remained constant during the life 
of the lamp. 

MI. W. C. S. PHILLIPS (communicated) : In the case of an " Osglim " lamp used as a night- 
Light, I have noticed some curious facts which may be of interest. When current is switched on, 
as much as 10 seconds may pass before the lamp lights up. The supply is A.C., but when the 
frequency of the illumination is tested by moving the hand rapidly, one gets the impression 
that this latter frequency is somewhat lower than that  of the supply. Again, when current is 
off,  so that one electrode is alive and the other insulated, a glow can be noticed on the glass of 
:he bulb in :in) region to which the hand is approached, as if a capacity-current were flowing 
through the body of the observer. 

The PRES1I)BS'~. reinarkiiig tha t  JZr. Inson  had begmi innking discoveries oery x r l y  in life, 
invited the authors to midertake a written account for the Society's Proceedings. 

Prof. C. I,. FORTESTUP: : I must congratulate the authors on their interesting exhibit. 


